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This newsletter is dedicated to providing updates of what’s going on to the sponsors of
Central High School’s robotics team, the RoboLancers [FRC Team #321; FTC Team #5320 and Team #6676].

December 2013
Dear Sponsors and Donors:
This newsletter is dedicated to you because we want to share with you what you have so generously shared with us. By this newsletter,
we want to bring to you a little bit of what it means to be a member of this amazing team. We want to fill you in with what we’re doing,
provide some of our own personal stories, and share with you our many accomplishments.
Last year, your generosity enabled the RoboLancers to go to the FIRST World Championships in St. Louis, Missouri, for the very first time.
It was a fantastic experience and we learned so much as a result -- about FIRST, about robotics, about competing, about other teams, about
each other, and, most importantly, about ourselves.
Franklin D. Roosevelt summed up what we learned: “Competition has been shown to be useful up to a certain point and no further, but
cooperation, which is the thing we must strive for today, begins where competition leaves off.” The RoboLancers embrace this concept and
bring it to life by adhering to our team goals.
We assure you that the RoboLancers will work to be worthy of your generosity, and by the stories in this newsletter, we will have you
accompany us on this season’s journey into the world of robotics.
Sincerely,
The RoboLancers

WORDS TO THE WISE
By Daniel Ueda, Head Coach

The RoboLancers fall season is
usually an introduction to the team
and is generally relaxed, but this year
has been anything but relaxed. We
have been fighting against school
district and School Reform
Commission actions that were taken
over the summer, actively fundraising,
Daniel Ueda, Head Coach
planning out a new robotics
and 2013 Geek of the Year
workspace in our school, planning for
the next Philly Robotics Expo in April
at the University of Pennsylvania, dealing with an influx of over
120 students to our team, mentoring other teams, recruiting new
mentors, off-season FRC events, entering various video
competitions, and competing in multiple FTC competitions. In
the meantime, our FRC team has been hard at work on a new
pneumatically controlled, automatically shifting drivetrain.

We are very excited for the start of the FRC season January
4th. We will be competing at Springside-Chestnut Hill Academy,
Lenape-Seneca High School, and then, if we qualify, Lehigh
University and St. Louis, MO.
I want to add that this is my 6th year coaching the
RoboLancers and I am more impressed every year with the
quality and quantity of work that this group of adults and students
can accomplish. It is truly inspiring.

FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Etienne Jacquot, 273*, President

I am deeply honored to be the
President of this very special team. As a
senior who only joined the team last year,
being a RoboLancer has given me my
chance to shine. Because of this, I want
more than anything to continue to build
on the achievements of previous years

_______________

* For those readers unfamiliar with the traditions of Central High School, the three digit number appearing after a student’s name indicates his or her
graduating class number. With respect to the students appearing in this edition of RoboLancers Roundtable, 273 identifies a senior, 274 identifies a junior,
275 identifies a sophomore, and 276 identifies a freshman.

and, together with the team, carry on the RoboLancers’ traditions
and goals.
The RoboLancers have grown, now having about 120 regular
members. Of that number, only about 50 are returning members.
While I am glad so many students joined the team, there are
challenges which come with this many high school students
packed into one classroom every day at 3:05 pm. We manage the
team’s size through our two FTC teams (#5320 and #6676),
which serve as training for new members, and our FRC team
(#321), which mostly involves our veteran members. The
RoboLancers are a student-run team and, for the most part,
student led.
As the president of the RoboLancers, I am a leader of a team
of leaders. My job, along with the coaches’, mentors’ and
members’, is made easier through the overwhelming display of
leadership throughout the team. Poised, intelligent, confident,
and passionate, the students of this team have gone above and
beyond what it means to be a RoboLancer, and this is why I really
wanted to be President of the team in the first place. Without this
leadership throughout all the levels of the team, running a club of
this size would not be feasible. We are fortunate to have such an
amazing group of members and that the club can function as
efficiently as it does.
FIRST robotics is special because it brings out the best in
students. Through the tough times of build season and late nights
spent at school, robotics is a perfect example of how students can
shine if given the chance. What makes the RoboLancers special
is that not only are our members given this chance, but as a team
we flourish together.
While last year was tremendous, this year we will continue
to reach new heights. As a robotics team, the obvious goal is to
build a competitive robot, but being a RoboLancer is so much
more than that. We are a leading voice for the support of robotics
and STEM education in the City of Philadelphia. We are a family
where students learn, experience, and grow together as
tomorrow’s scientists, innovators, and leaders. We are the
RoboLancers, and as President, a senior, and a peer, I hope to
carry on the goals of the team and to have a great year.
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COLLEGE ESSAY BY A ROBOLANCER
By Callan Powell, 273, Vice President

Essay Question: Describe a place or environment where you
are perfectly content. What do you do or experience there,
and why is it meaningful to you?

I’m pretty sure it’s supposed to be
called the “Joan and Bernard Spain
Robotics Lab,” but we call it 30.
Although I may not be able to focus
when my three year old nephew
rampages around the living room
looking for Spiderman and trash trucks,
jigsaws are music to my ears. I find the
sawing of plastic, the grinding of metal,
and the probably-toxic fumes that no one
should inhale comforting. The “quiet” of finishing an essay
due next period here is the archaic click-clacking of chunky
keys. It’s calm and it’s busy, frantic with impending
deadlines but full of laughter and fun. This is 30, the home
of the RoboLancers (FIRST Robotics, FRC team 321).
I understood simple hand tools like hammers and drills
by the time I was in third grade. I had fun helping with
repairs around the house and piecing together Ikea furniture
with pictures for instructions. But in 30, there are no
instructions to follow - we have to write our own. It isn’t a
place where someone is constantly telling us what to do,
but a place where my friends and I have free reign over
what we create. It is where my peers teach me, and, after
some time, where I have learned to teach.
It is in 30 that my teammates and I have had brilliant
ideas, and some pretty bad ones too. We learn the
consequences of our actions and how to face our failures.
It’s a place where we’ve stared at our work wondering what
compelled us to use certain designs in the first place, but
also the place where we made the most efficient version of
our robot’s manipulator (which shot Frisbees into a fixed
goal about nine feet off the ground).
30 houses our trial and error, hard work, and success but most of all it gives us a chance. We may get to
“design” specific experiments (to the extent of choosing
increments and the amount of trials) in science classes, but
30 is where we can truly create. It gives us the chance to
work together as a team. We have the chance to be
independent. We have access to tools and knowledge. The
organized chaos of 30 is where opportunity is ripe for the
taking even into the late hours of the night before a
deadline.
This September, I officially became the team’s vice
president and was handed my key to 30: home to the
RoboLancers, and home to me.

TEAM LEAD UPDATES
From the Mechanical Lead

By Kamal Carter, 274

If you do not know me, my
name is Kamal Carter and I am a
junior at Central High School, but
most importantly, I’m the
Mechanical Lead of the
Robolancers. As Mechanical Lead
of this incredible team, my job is
to oversee all construction and design of our robot.
From the day I ran for office, I always wanted the best
for this team because I love the people and the program.
The path to becoming Mechanical Lead was a very
long and treacherous road, which started as an ignorant
freshman who thought robotics was about fighting
robots. Going into freshman year, I had a passion for
math and science, and robotics immediately drew my
attention. As a freshman, I did not know how to tighten
a bolt let alone have any idea of how to build complex
robotic systems which use pneumatics. I worked under
the great mechanical leads who preceded me and quickly
begin to learn what robotics really was about. Robotics
is not just about putting things together, but rather,
robotics is about creating a family and becoming a
leader. As sophomore year soon approach, this idea
drove me.
As a sophomore, I knew I had to step up and become
a leader for this team because a lot of seniors who had
been on the team for years graduated, and were passing
the torch on to us. At that time, we were very naïve
individuals who thought that building a robot would be
easy. Oh! Were we wrong! The design and construction
of our Frisbee tossing/climbing robot ran into many
problems and we began to doubt ourselves. One day,
our superb coach Mr. Ueda gave us a pep talk and we
were back on our way to becoming the great robotics
team that we pride ourselves on being. After that, we
went to the World Championships in St. Louis, but
throughout that season, I realized how hard and difficult
it will be to be the Mechanical Lead the RoboLancers
truly deserve.
I am now a junior and Mechanical Lead of this
wonderful team, willing to do everything in my power to
make sure we are the most successful team we can
possibly be. I’m not just going to do my absolute best
for myself, but I will do my absolute best for my team
that is relying on me to lead them. This year is going to
be one with many challenges and obstacles, but I know
that with my team, we shall prevail under any
circumstances. I hope to lead not only lead this team to
States and Worlds, but to Einstein, because that is where
we deserve to be. Thank you to everyone who has
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helped our team in any way because without you, I
would be nowhere.
From the Electrical Lead

By Steven Choe, 273

Between early 2010 to early
2012, the RoboLancers have had
a steady increase of members.
But during the 2012-2013 school
year, suddenly, there was a
massive increase of newer
members flooding the new
member meeting. For the 20132014 school year, we have seen yet another large
increase in team member recruitment as well as
participation. I’m looking forward to working with the
newer members this year. Our team has many young,
bright students who have progressed tremendously
during the build season and I hope to see them evolve
into more professional, and mature individuals as the
year goes on.
In general my personal experience this year is
overwhelming, both mentally and physically. As a
senior, there was the initial rush of submitting college
applications, as well as finding the time to manage
electrical teams, typing up lab reports, while also trying
to find the time for leisure.
My overall goal for the team this year as well as the
future is to have them prepared for whatever lies ahead.
Whether it’s for college or a competition, it’s important
we pass down the necessary knowledge which will serve
each member a certain purpose. The most important
thing is to learn how to work together, which requires
constant communication, discussion, and critical
thinking. There’s no doubt in my mind that each
member possesses the ability to work efficiently.
What I want to pass along to other members is the
concept that students should be involved as much as
possible in team operations, as well as taught what they
need to know respective to each team. I’ve always told
my electrical teams, you should always know how
electronics function, how they connect, but most
importantly, their purpose in the entire electrical system.
This philosophy translates over to the team in general.
The members should know why they are doing certain
things, not just do them because they are told to do so.
Instead of consulting a mentor or a coach, they should
always be comfortable consulting their own intuition and
make important decisions the best that they can. We are
merely here to observe their ability to solve those
problems, but we must be ready to step in to guide as
needed.
I’ve learned quite a lot over the years being on the
team. I have experience in leading a team of students,

teaching classes, and handling electronics to be used for
various robots. But whether I had to learn the easy or
the hard way, there was more to learning than just being
able to use tools. You learn how to work on a team.
There will often be times when you may or may not
agree with how the team operates or certain decisions
that have to be made, but you learn that no matter, you’ll
have to stick through with them. The integrity of your
team will depend on a positive working environment, as
well as being able to meet deadlines. And with every
failure and accomplishment will always come a learning
experience.

Being a senior and the Programming Lead of the
team, I would definitely want this school year to end
with a great robotics experience. Our team has never
won a blue banner at any FIRST competition before.
For this FRC season, I hope the RoboLancers will be
able to obtain our first ever blue banner at a competition.
If this happens, it would definitely be one of the
highlights of my Senior Year at Central High.

THE 2013-2014 FTC GAME:
BLOCK PARTY**

From the Programming Lead
By Zhenying Wu, 273

My name is Zhenying (Zhen
for short) and I am currently a
senior at Central High School.
This year marks the fourth year that
I have been a part of the
RoboLancers. I first joined the
team as a freshman who had no
knowledge of anything robotics
related. I joined the mechanical
team for a brief time before switching over to
programming. Now, I have become the head
programmer of the team.
Out of all the members on the team, I am one of the
few who actually got to experience the enormous
increase of members to our team. When I first joined the
RoboLancers, there were no more than about thirty
active members. It was easy to remember everyone by
face and name. As the years went by, the number of
people who joined increased dramatically. It has been
almost four months since robotics started and I still
cannot name everyone on the team. I am still
flabbergasted by the tremendous number of people who
are on the team. It is so amazing to see our team grow
so much because it shows that our efforts of spreading
STEM education in our school have not been a waste.
When I first started on the RoboLancers, I was an
introverted and very quiet person. Through my years of
being an active member, I have gained an abundant
amount of valuable knowledge. I learned how to work
together effectively with other people - brainstorming
ideas together, evaluating the ideas together, and
producing these ideas. I also learned
programming/coding and some electrical too. I became
more outspoken and gained leadership skills. The
RoboLancers have taught me things that are necessary to
succeed in my future as an adult.

FTC BLOCK PARTY!sm is played on a 12’x12’
square field with approximately 1’-high walls and a soft
foam mat playing surface. Two randomly selected teams
are paired together as an Alliance to play one match
against a second Alliance. Alliances are designated as
either “Red” or “Blue.”
Scoring Elements are 100, 2”, 2oz. plastic blocks.
These blocks are yellow and can be used by all robots.
At the center of the field is an assembly that includes a
center bridge, pull-up bar, and two pendulums – each
with four “pendulum goal baskets.” Below the
pendulums are floor scoring areas. An Infrared (IR)
Beacon is randomly placed under one of the four goals
on each pendulum after robots are placed on the field,
but before the Autonomous period starts. The field
includes tape to aid robot navigation and to mark
protected areas. Each Alliance also has their own
flagpole in opposite corners of the field.
At the start of a match, blocks are located in the two
corners at the front and back of the playing field and are
distributed evenly with approximately 48 per corner at
the start of the match. Each robot starts with one block
which teams can pre-load onto their robot. Robots may
not possess or control more than four blocks at any time.
Each Alliance starts with their robots touching the outer
field perimeter wall on their side of the playing field.
Matches have two distinct periods of play: a 30second Autonomous period followed by a two-minute
Driver-Controlled period, which includes a 30second End Game.
Autonomous Period: The Game starts with a 30second Autonomous period where robots are operated

_______________
** From the FTC Block Party! One Page Game Description (PDF), http://www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/ftc/game
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via pre-programmed instructions only. Prior to the start
of the match, an IR Beacon navigation aid is placed
randomly on one of four pendulum goals. Autonomous
blocks placed in the goal designated by the IR Beacon
receive bonus points. Robots gain points in
Autonomous by: driving to the bridge and parking
partially or fully upon it, placing blocks in the floorscoring area below the balance, or placing blocks in the
pendulum goals.
Driver-Controlled Period: During the DriverControlled period, teams retrieve up to four blocks at a
time from one of two block zones and place them in
pendulum or floor goals. Blocks may not be de-scored
from the pendulum goals, but may be de-scored from the
floor goals. Alliances may score blocks into their
opponent’s pendulum goals, except during the End
Game period.
End Game: The final 30 seconds of the DriverControlled period is called the End Game. In addition to
placing blocks in the scoring areas, robots earn points in
the End Game by: raising their Alliance flag up a
flagpole, raising themselves off of the ground using the
bridge pull-up bar, and ending the match with a balanced
pendulum.

BUILD IT! DRIVE IT!
By Etienne Jacquot, 273

This year, there were two FTC pre-season events
held by veteran teams in Philadelphia, Freire Charter
School’s RoboDragons and Central High School’s
RoboLancers. The first event, Build It!, was held at
Freire Charter School. The second event, Drive It!, was
held at Central. Organized through FTC Pennsylvania,
Build It! and Drive It! were for Philadelphia teams, and
a few rookie teams from Delaware County, to provide
time to build, practice, and most importantly get help
from members of the two veteran teams.
The RoboDragons ran Build It! and it was a great
day for the teams. Tom Zawislak from FTC
Pennsylvania, who always goes above and beyond to do
whatever he can to help teams or
host events, was there and he ran the
FTC practice field, with support of
the RoboLancers’ programmers.
Our two FTC teams, Gold #5320
and Crimson #6676, were there to
work on their robot, so many
veteran FRC members of the
RoboLancers worked with teams to
The RoboLancers
guide and help other teams to build
working at Build It!
and program their robots. I worked
back and forth with three teams throughout the day
(Girls High School, Lincoln High School, and Friends
Select). I think the most important part of this day was
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(as the name hints) that teams were given more time to
build. Most teams knew what they wanted to do, but
they just hadn’t had enough time to get it working. At
the end of the day, most teams left the event with a
functioning robot.
Drive It! was not only held at Central but was
completely run by the RoboLancers because Tom
Zawislak was not
able to be at this
event. Tom lent us
the practice field
and electronics so
our programmers
could run the field.
Our entire team
was busy. The two
Cordell Beatty, 275, working with Boys' Latin
FTC teams
continued working
and practicing, members ran the snack canteen, there
were people at the registration table to sign in arriving
teams, and again, our older members circulated and
mentored other teams. We had 17 teams attend and the
event was extremely successful. This time, I checked on
teams, asking what help was needed. I then assigned a
mentor to further assist if I wasn’t able to help. Most of
the time, teams needed programming advice, but our
programmers very busy so I sat down and helped in any
way I could. While I am no programming whizz-kid by
any stretch of the
word, just having me
sit down with them and
review all aspects of
their robot was very
beneficial. I also
helped a lot of teams
with mechanical and
Mike Nguyen, 273, working with SLA
electrical issues. I
made it my goal to
have a hands-off mentor approach, where, once I’d
recognize the problem, I’d steer them to it, and then help
brainstorm solutions so they learn the process rather than
just being told what to do.
The feedback that we received from both students
and coaches alike is a reminder of why we do what we
do. All the teams which attended were so grateful for
the effort and time we put into the event. While I only
mentioned my experience at these two events, we had
many RoboLancers working with and assisting teams
any way they could.
As President of the RoboLancers, I am so proud that
our veteran team is able to share our experience with
teams from throughout the City of Philadelphia (and
suburbs), which need and appreciate the help.

MEMBERS’ PERSPECTIVES
On Being a New Member of the RoboLancers
By Aavo Reinvald, 275

My name is Aavo Reinvald. I am
a sophomore, and this is my first year
as a member of the RoboLancers. It
seems like whenever you join a sport
or a club, one of the things that is
always stressed is teamwork and how
the team/club works. I have been in
plenty of clubs and sports, and
robotics is one of the few that actually feels like a team.
Before I joined the RoboLancers, I felt like I
wouldn’t really matter; I’d be just another sophomore
lost in a sea of students. But after a while, I realized
something; I was wrong. Teamwork really is important.
Everyone has a job, and everyone has to do his or her
job. I soon noticed that I was actually making a
difference on the team; everyone was. Every person on
the team is valuable, whether or not they realize it.
Another worry I had before joining the team was
how I would make a difference to such a large team. I
had little to no experience with all the different things
we would be doing in robotics. But I learned that is
okay. The older and/or more experienced members on
the team were more than willing to help out a new
member.
It is weird to think about how before I joined the
robotics team, I knew barely anything. But quickly, I
learned. Not just me though, the entire team. We are
always learning as a team, and having a great time at the
same time. Not all of us know everything, but that is
good. The idea behind teamwork is that when we put
our heads together, we can do anything. And that is
exactly what we do. It’s also why I am proud to be a
RoboLancer.
On Being a Member of Marketing
By Sabrin Hilal, 274

Room 91 is where all the
marketing magic begins. Being a
part of the marketing team has
been a fascinating experience. It
helped me meet new people and
try new things. At the beginning,
we all began to brainstorm
interesting ideas, such as movie
night and ideas for our trophy
case. In October, we redecorated
our trophy case with photos of the
team and it looks wonderful. At Duel on the Delaware, I
learned more about scouting and I got to talk to all of the
teams at the competition about their robots. It was really
interesting to see all of the robots which other students
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from different teams built. At Ramp Riot, we traveled
back and forth between the FRC and FTC competitions
and took photos. I also worked on making a video of
Drive It!, which was pretty fun because we experimented
with various video effects and background music. I am
looking forward to the rest of the year!
On Being a Leader of Crimson
By Mike Davis, 275

Being a leader in robotics is
one of the hardest things I have
had to do. I have been on many
sports teams and have become
leader in a few, but teaching,
conveying and directing a
robotics team is difficult. My job
as Captain is to keep my team
focused on the task at hand while
not making it seem like I am a drill sergeant.
Robolancers Crimson consists of about 40-50 members
in four different fields. Trying to keep track of
everything is nearly impossible, so the only way to be
able to keep tabs on what's happening is to delegate.
When I was first picked as the Captain, I thought it
would be extremely easy to lead. I was wrong and right
in a way. It is very difficult to try to communicate to
members on the team. However once they got it, I can
usually count on it to get done. Another aspect of
leading a team is recognizing different peoples’ strengths
and weaknesses. To be able to lead effectively, you
have to be able to know what job to give to whom. So
far, it has been hard, but as time goes on it is getting
easier.
On Being a Leader of Gold
By PJ Lorenc, 275

Being the Gold captain has been
surreal up to this point. Everything has
come together perfectly, our robot is
great and we were able to score upwards
of 110 points by ourselves! We were
able to bring all of our teams together,
electrical, mechanical, and
programming, and complete each task as
it arose. Our biggest feat was hanging
on the pull up bar during our matches. We successfully
hung twice. This scored us 50 points both times, which
is the single greatest point scoring method in FTC Block
Party. We ended our first Philadelphia Meet as the first
seed. We were the only team to win every game we
were in. I was so proud of what we were able to
accomplish in such a small time frame, and our ability to
use what we built to the best of our abilities. For now,
we will do all we can to add to our robot and make it
even better.

On Programming
By Vincent Lone-wolf Mills, 273

Programming - “the action or
process of writing computer
programs.” (Google)
program - “provide (a
computer or other machine)
with coded instructions for the
automatic performance of a
particular task.” (Google)
When thinking of robotics from the outside looking
in, one immediately thinks of its aesthetics: how the
robot looks and is supposed to function. What they
sometimes fail to realize is how the robot knows how to
communicate with its environment. Thankfully, that's
my job to worry about and I love it.
I wanted to be part of programming from day one.
At the robotics workshops in the beginning, I told
everyone from the start that I wanted to be a
programmer. I had some practice in a few languages
including HTML5 and Javascript. I studied and
practiced in Python and more in Javascript. I even
researched the programming languages that I thought
were going to help as well as practiced on my computer
at home. I was dedicated to this from the start in the
field that I wanted to be.
A few friends and I originally tried to be part of
Crimson but, after seeing that all of the other
programmers wanted to be also, we joined Gold when
the time came. I think that it benefited us all. Out of the
13 original programmers in Robolancers Gold, six of us
were just as dedicated as I was. Some of us double in
mechanical and electrical but I decided to just specialize
in programming specifically. When we were introduced
to the language the first time, I, along with a few others,
did Internet research and tried on our own. When we
had bugs, we would all try to fix it on our own before
seeking help either from each other or the mentors. We
wasted no time and went right to work to apply what we
learned from online sources and the ones around us.
We made our first, remote controlled robot in a few
weeks. We all checked the code and its syntax
(grammar) so we would have as few problems as
possible. After finishing in only a few meetings, Gold
programming in fact had to WAIT for mechanical and
electrical to finish. Some then went on to help out in
these fields in the meantime; however, I liked the
downtime because it gave me time to delve deep into
research in RobotC to work on more complicated
maneuvers. I worked on another, unconventional way to
drive to make controlling easier for everyone that is not
used to the old way. We call it RC Drive because the
controls resembled that of a remote-controlled car.
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During the scrimmages, we decided that, since we
could test on the field, we could create and perfect an
autonomous code. We tried to get as many points as
possible, but fit didn't always work because none of us
were exactly experienced with such a task. It didn't take
long for it to get used to it, but a lot of weird bugs started
to occur. For example, one time, our robot accidentally
ran into another robot twice our size, turned, and pulled
it off of the ramp. Another time, the robot moved on its
own before the start despite it having the WaitForStart()
command on it. I still think that it was haunted then.
After autonomous and final adjustments throughout
the weeks, programming would finally take our skills to
the teSt. At the first meet, we prayed that everything
would work despite only having one programmer at the
pit. To our relief, most of the robot played out perfectly,
helping us receive first place. The only weird thing that
happened was our color sensor didn't work for
autonomous. We found out the robot sensed infrared
instead of color for some reason, so we used dead
reckoning where the color was supposed to help out.
All in all, what did I learn from this experience? I
learned that dedication and teamwork is key. Without
the whole team, there would be no robot. Without the
programming team, who knows what would happen with
the robot. I'm just relieved that we can now sit back and
calmly think of our next project for the robot to make it
more efficient for us all.
On Crimson Team #6676’s Robot
By Henry Dang, 276

Currently, our robot is able to
raise a flag, throw a block via a
servo, and move. The reason we
didn’t make as much progress as
we wanted was because of a
single miscalculation. Our
original idea was well-thought and
clearly planned out, but the size
was measured incorrectly
somehow and it ended up being
too large. As a result, we ended
up having to disassemble the entire robot and go almost
completely back to square one. On the bright and
colorful side of the spectrum, our new robot ended up
having a better design than the one we originally started
with.
The robot itself is
rectangular in shape, and
is made out of metal bars.
At first, when we
originally started our
construction, we had four
motors that powered four
wheels, but then our robot

ended up gaining weight and became obese, so we
needed four extra wheels due to the fact that our robot
was too heavy and needed extra support. Having a
heavy robot had both its pros and cons. For the pros,
since our robot is heavy, our autonomous is much less
likely to fail if a robot slightly collided with it and sent it
spiraling off its course. For the cons, the most obvious
one, since our robot is so heavy, it moves significantly
slower than a lighter robot, so we would always be one
of the slowest ones.
Putting the movement and weight of the robot aside,
it also has a flag-raiser which is connected to a motor.
Spinning the flag was our main objective at first since
we didn’t have enough time to finish our manipulator
and slider. When we took our robot out for a spin during
the November meet, we actually won our first round,
even if we were mostly reliant upon our allies to bring us
to victory.
Our shiny robot also has an autonomous arm. It’s
basically a servo attached to a small box. Our amazing
programmers set it so that it would toss the block when
the robot aligned with the infrared beacon.
Unfortunately, our plan during the meet didn’t work at
all. We had a code red when our electrical wires
suddenly malfunctioned, so we just shut off the robot
and never had the chance to score any autonomous
points.
Our general idea for the teleoperated phase was to
have a robot that eats blocks by having two pieces of
plastic attached to an elliptical-shaped rotating wheel. It
would move the small orange blocks inside an equally
small container that could only fit a maximum of four
blocks inside. After these square blocks are inside, our
slider is activated. It’s a pulley system that uses three
metal bars to bring our manipulator to the same level as
the basket. Then the manipulator spins the other way
and the blocks are pushed outwards into the basket. We
haven’t tested it yet, but we probably will within the
next two weeks.
Most of the robot is done at the moment. The only
things that we haven’t done yet are fixing the wiring,
and attaching all of the parts to the robot. As our robot
steadily moves forward with progression, we hope to
succeed in the competition and bring pride to the
RoboLancers.

On Gold Team #5320’s Robot
By Xue Yao Zou, 276

FTC Gold Team #5320
created a robot for the annual
FTC competition. This robot’s
design is relatively simple
despite its ability to push
blocks, function in autonomous
and hang. The general idea
was to create a robot that can
only perform one or two tasks.
In contrast, last year, our team
attempted to create a robot that
could perform all of the tasks, which made the robot less
efficient. For this year’s FTC competition, the plan was
to have the robot be able to place blocks in the baskets
and raise the flag. Along the way, we changed our
minds and ended up with a contraption that is capable of
pushing blocks and hanging.
The robot’s frame is simply a rectangular chassis,
with three detachable gold plates for the competition.
The chassis was the first component to be constructed
and the whole team rejoiced when it was finally
completed. Looking back now, it feels like we went
through a lot to create the robot we have. The reason
why we have three
detachable gold plates is
because one of our goals
this year is to spray paint
the whole robot gold, but
for now, we have the gold
plates for the sides. The
robot’s movement is
powered by four motors.
The motors and wheels were put onto the robot
immediately after the main rectangular frame was
complete.
The hanging system consists of two servos, two
motors, two lengths of string and two bars. The process
of designing this hanging system, building it, and
programming it took an ample amount of time. Even
though our members are all very proud to have it
functioning properly, this design is currently being
revised to make hanging more efficient. It is a
prestigious thing to be able to hang and our team is
honored to have that ability.
The mechanism which allows the robot to push
blocks is just a simple bar/plate attached to front of the
robot near ground level. The reason we decided to have
the robot push blocks is because at our first scrimmage,
Ramp Riot, our robot was only capable of movement, so
in order to score points, we attached a bar. The bar
became permanent after we realized the effectiveness of
pushing blocks.
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The electrical components of our robot include three
motors controllers, one servo controller, one battery, one
power switch, one NXT brick, one Samantha module
and a large mass of wires and cords. Electrical work on
this robot took some time since our team focused on the
wiring to make it appear more attractive and orderly.
Two motor controllers control the wheel motors, while
the other motor controller controls the hanging process.
Two motor controllers and
the NXT brick are located on
the right side of the robot.
One motor controller, one
servo controller, the power
switch, the Samantha module,
and the battery are located on
the left side of the robot.
Our robot was
programmed to detect an
infrared beacon at which time
the robot will swing a servopowered aRm. During the
competition, this would
enable the robot to place a
block in a basket above an
infrared beacon, scoring an ample amount of points for
the team. Our programmers also deftly programmed this
robot to park itself upon the ramp during the end of the
autonomous phase of the round. Programming work
with this robot was reasonably smooth since we have
proficient programmers.

That year, we only competed in one qualifier (this
was pre-MAR, wow! I’m old) and it was in Drexel’s
gym. When I watched the first match, everything
clicked and I finally understood what I had been
working at for the last six weeks. While it was one of
the most fun years of high school (second to my senior
year), it was also the most confusing.
Fast forward four years give or take a month or two
and we were sitting in an Executive Committee Meeting
talking about how the majority of the kids on the team
were Juniors and brand new and really did not know
anything about FRC because they were trained on FTC.
It was my second year mentoring the team and I
mentioned that I remember how confused I was when I
was a junior because I simply didn’t get it. We also
talked about how we could keep kids from signing up
and then leaving because they didn’t understand the
competition. Someone suggested going to an off-season
event. We all agreed it was a great idea and we
enthusiastically signed up for both Duel on the Delaware

I believe that our robot will accomplish very much.

A MENTOR’S PERSPECTIVE:
Duel on the Delaware and
Ramp Riot
By Mary Conrad, 270

Five years ago on a snowy January Saturday, I
remember going to my first FIRST Robotics
Competition kickoff and thinking, “What are they
honestly talking about?” I was a very confused junior.
It was my first year on the team and I had been to a
BEST kickoff but this was totally different, a lot bigger.
The robots were 5 feet by 5 feet by 5 feet, made of
metal, and weighed 120 pounds, which was leaps and
bounds from the 2-foot wood box with wheels that we
had to make for BEST that fall. I had no sense of the
size of the robots, the energy of the competition, and just
how extremely awesome FIRST robotics competitions
are. Until the competition rolled around mid-March, I
remained the clueless junior who could make stuff to put
on the robot but didn’t fully understand FIRST and the
game.
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The RoboLancers at Duel on the Delaware

and Ramp Riot, two off-season FRC events and one FTC
scrimmage.
On October 19, 2013, for the first time ever, our
team attended Duel on the Delaware held at Salem
Community College in Carney’s Point, New Jersey, an
off-season event hosted by FRC Team 365, MOE. A lot
of amazing things happened at Duel. We used our
newly acquired trailer for the first time ever to transport
our robot, tools and equipment to the event. We learned
that a few of the programmers from FTC the previous
year were amazing drivers for FRC. We learned that a
few of the new kids on the team were amazing at
scouting (basically going around and finding out
information about other teams so that if we made it to
alliance selection, we would be able to make educated
decisions about the teams we might choose). In fact, the
best scouting information I have ever seen came from
this event. The FTC kids got to see the scrimmage that
was occurring for their competition and a few of them

clearly had the same “ah-hah” moment I had months
later during my junior year.

TEAM STATISTICS

On November 2, 2013, again, for the first time ever,
we went to Ramp Riot, held at Wissahickon High School
in Ambler, Pennsylvania, another off season event held
by FRC Team 341 Miss Daisy. Again, a lot of amazing
things happened at this event. It was the first time my
Mom, the team’s Assistant Coach, got to drive, towing
the trailer. The ride to the event was scary at best but by
the time we were headed home for the day my mom
drove the trailer like a pro (albeit Mr. Ueda, the Head
Coach, backed the trailer up when it was time to park it
back at Central High School). Our mascots got to dance
with the Philly Phanatic. Both of our FTC teams got to
compete in the scrimmage. Our Gold FTC team was
among one of the highest ranked teams at the
scrimmage. We learned that our battery for our FRC
driver’s station really needed to be replaced. But again,
the most important thing happened, more kids had those
“ah-hah” moments and were cheering in the stands this
time.

The RoboLancers at Ramp Riot

Needless to say, I think we achieved our goal. We
still have over 120 team members and it is midDecember. Going to Duel on the Delaware and Ramp
Riot was a large eye-opener for quite a few kids on the
team. I can honestly say without those events, I do
believe a few of those kids would not be on the team
anymore and might not have even thought about STEM
in high school besides their typical math and science
classes, making both of these events extremely
worthwhile. And they had fun too.
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The RoboLancers' Trophy Case

SPONSORSHIP
If you want to sponsor an award-winning Philadelphia public high school robotics team, please consider
becoming a sponsor of the RoboLancers.
Your sponsorship provides a connection with students who will be tomorrow’s leaders in STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) fields. Would you please help? In addition to financial support, the team always is in need
of tools, materials, software, hardware, and services (e.g., printing, copying, t-shirt production, advertising). If you are
unable to provide financial support, we always are in need of team mentors. Please contact the RoboLancers for more
information about these important aspects of giving. The following levels of sponsorship* currently are available:
Sponsorship
Reward Levels

Bronze
(Under $500)

Silver
($500-$999)

Gold
($1,000$2,499)

Platinum
($2,500$4,999)

RoboLancers’
recognition, along with
thank you letter and
current year
subscription to
RoboLancers’
Roundtable

Diamond
($5,000- Plus)

Premier

THIS IS THE
ROBOLANCERS’
HIGHEST AND
MOST UNIQUE
LEVEL OF
SPONSORSHIP.
SPONSORS AT
THIS LEVEL
HAVE MADE A
CONTRIBUTION
TO THE
ROBOLANCERS
WHICH
SURPASSES A
DOLLAR VALUE
AND HAS AN
IMPACT ON THE
TEAM WHICH IS
BOUNDLESS.
PREMIERLEVEL
SPONSORS’
RECEIVE THE
HIGHEST LEVEL
OF REWARDS,
WHICH WILL
CONTINUE JUST
AS LONG AS THE
TEAM EXISTS.

Your name /company
name (or logo) will be
indicated in all team
publications and on
website
Your name
/company name (or logo)
will be imprinted on the
team’s t-shirts and
sponsor will receive a
free t-shirt
Your name
/company name (or logo)
will be displayed at
competitions, appear in
the Chairman’s video,
and placed on the robot
You will receive a copy
of the team’s annual
yearbook and receive a
team plaque

* Sponsorship of the RoboLancers shall begin once funds are received by the team. It shall continue for the minimum of one calendar
year, but if the donation is made at the end of a school year, it will continue through the following school year, ending in June, unless
an additional donation is made.

Please send your tax-deductible donation made payable to The Associated Alumni of Central High School.+ Please
make a note on the check: “To be used for Central High School’s Robotics Team, the RoboLancers.” The desired
logo or company insignia may accompany your check or be emailed as an attachment (in PDF [preferred], JPG, PNG,
TIFF, or GIF format), to robolancers@gmail.com. Donations should be mailed to:
Central High School
1700 West Olney Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19141
Attention: Daniel Ueda, Head Coach.
+

The Associated Alumni of Central High School is a 501(c)(3) charitable corporation under the Internal Revenue Code [Tax ID: 231618008]

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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2013-2014 SPONSORS
Premier Sponsors:
Diamond Level Sponsor:

Joan and Bernard Spain, 198

Platinum Level Sponsor:

Gold Level Sponsor:

PAST SPONSORS:

EDITION CONTRIBUTORS
Contributors:

Photographs:

Officers:

Daniel Ueda
Etienne Jacquot, 273
Callan Powell, 273
Kamal Carter, 274
Steven Choe, 273
Zhenying Wu, 273
Aavo Reinvald, 275
Sabrin Hilal, 274
Mike Davis, 275
PJ Lorenc, 275
Vincent Lone-wolf Mills, 273
Henry Dang, 276
Xue Yao Zou, 276
Mary Conrad, 270

Brian Cheng, 274
Sabrin Hilal, 274
Mary Conrad, 270
Hugh E. Dillon (thephillypost.com)

President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Human Resources Co-Lead
Human Resources Co-Lead
Mechanical Lead:
Electrical Lead:
Programming Lead:
Marketing Lead:

Editors:
Daniel Ueda
Katherine Conrad
Etienne Jacquot, 273
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Contact us at:
RoboLancers
c/o Central High School
1700 West Olney Avenue, Rm. 95
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-276-5262
robolancers@gmail.com
www.robolancers.com
Head Coach: Daniel Ueda
Asst. Coach: Katherine Conrad

Etienne Jacquot, 273
Callan Powell, 273
Keiana Smith, 274
Angely Iigura, 273
Krystyna Salyuk
Christian Perez
Kamal Carter, 274
Steven Choe, 273
Zhenying Wu, 273
Thomas Davidenko, 275

ADVERTISING
Reserve the Date!

COMING UP!
FRC KICK OFF - Saturday, January 4, 2014
Upper Darby High School Performing Arts
Center, 601 N Lansdowne Ave., Drexel Hill, PA
8:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITY

FTC Meet – Thursday, January 16, 2014
Temple University, College of Engineering

If your organization or you is interested in
advertising opportunities in future editions of
RoboLancers’ Roundtable, please email:
robolancers@gmail.com to obtain more
information.

